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Abstract
Matrices with orthogonal columns (rows) are extensively used in data processing. One of the pressing challenges for developers
of image processing systems is the ability to choose easily the optimal types of structured orthogonal matrices for their specific
tasks. The purpose of this study is to systemize the main types of structured symmetric Hadamard matrices, such as the cyclic,
negacyclic, bicyclic, four-block and Propus-form three-block ones, which can be used in image processing for compression,
filtering, antinoise coding, and masking. The basis of Hadamard matrices is extended with quasi-orthogonal Mersenne matrices
of odd orders with previously unknown symmetry properties. It was found that Mersenne matrices and Hadamard matrices built
using Mersenne matrices are directly associated with numeric sequences, for some of which the cyclic, bicyclic matrices, and
Propus-shaped matrices exist. The paper demonstrates that the use of Mersenne matrices as a "core" produces Haramard matrices
with new symmetric structures. This fact expands the classification of orthogonal matrices. Images of previously unknown
symmetric Hadamard matrices are provided. The practical value of the paper is that the obtained results provide wide
opportunities to facilitate the selection of matrices, which best fit for processing of certain images, including images of nonstandard sizes. The number of matrix fragments sufficient for reconstruction of the whole matrix is defined for all matrices under
consideration. This way of representation of Hadamard symmetric matrices allows us to increase the efficiency of the image
processing using lesser the computer memory.
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1. Introduction
Matrices with orthogonal columns (rows) are extensively used in data processing, for example, Hadamard
matrices (Н) [1] of orders 1, 2 and n = 4k, where k is the positive integers with two element values 1 and –1. The
HnT Hn = nI equation is true for them, where I is the unity matrix. The attractiveness of Hadamard matrices lies in
the fact that they have only two integer element values and the computational algorithms with them are easy to
implement.
The tasks related to digital image processing using orthogonal matrices include the filtering, compression, antinoise coding, and masking of images and video sequences [2-7]. The practice of application of orthogonal matrices
requires them to be of simple structures. This defines, in many ways, the size of memory required to store predefined matrices or the time required to generate matrices by the image processing system. The symmetric structures
of Hadamard matrices involve the cyclic, negacyclic, block-symmetric, of "core with bordering" shape, and others.
The current paper considers the structured Hadamard matrices with the purpose of providing the developers of
image processing systems with an easy way to select optimal matrices for mentioned above tasks.
2. Structures of Symmetric Orthogonal Matrices
There is no unified algorithm for direct construction of Hadamard matrices with symmetric structures on orders n
= 4k, where k is a positive integer. Among the simplest structures, the most interesting are symmetric matrices,
which have a number of useful features. They are called symmetric because similar elements of such matrices are
arranged symmetrically relative to the main diagonal. Multiplying by symmetric matrices implies less operational
costs, that is why the symmetry, in general, is efficient for both storing matrices in memory and image processing.
Elements (n2 + n)/2 of such matrices are required for their storage and reconstruction.
Cyclic symmetric orthogonal matrices have an even simpler structure, which is defined by the first row n of their
elements. All subsequent rows can be found by successively shifting previous rows to the right and adding the
pushed out elements to the left. The advantage of cyclic matrices is evident. Only n elements of the first row need to
be stored regarding to (n2 + n)/2 elements for a symmetric matrix. This results in the saving of memory and faster
multiplication operations.
It should be noted that even if a cyclic matrix is not symmetric, it is still symmetric relative to its second diagonal
in the way it is built, and it can be brought to symmetry by mirroring the elements relative to the vertical or
horizontal center line (such matrices are known as reverse cyclic matrices). However, the matrices' orthogonal and
cyclic properties are contradictory, which was first noticed by Ryser [8], who formulated his well-known hypothesis
that there are no cyclic Hadamard matrices of orders above 4. Evidently, the area of application of such matrices is
limited, while their storage and calculation for such orders is nonessential.
For this reason, symmetric Hadamard matrices in the form of block-symmetric structures – matrices with
complex symmetries consisting of some sets of blocks (matrices of smaller order), not necessarily symmetric and
orthogonal, are the most interesting. It is a wide class of orthogonal Hadamard matrices1, which can be computed
using algorithms based on the Sylvester method [9,10], Paley constructions [11], four-block Williamson arrays [12],
Scarpis method [13], etc.
The aforementioned algorithms allow to compute Hadamard matrices of orders of the common sequence 4k, but
different in their appearance. This difference can be seen on their "portraits" [5,6], on which two element values 1
and –1 are represented by cells of different colors. Below we provide some of the most commonly used or new block
structures that allowed to find new Hadamard matrices.
Bicyclic form is characteristic for Hadamard matrices derived from two cyclic blocks (matrices) A and B as
H =  A
 BT


B ,

 A T 

(1)

where BT is the transposed B matrix and –AT is the transposed A matrix with inversed signs of its elements. Only
blocks A and B are required to obtain symmetric matrices in the bicyclic form, which amounts to half of the number
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of its elements 2(n/2)2. The bicyclic form, without taking symmetry into account, requires only n elements. Such
matrices, being of block-symmetric structure, can be symmetric at the same time, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Hadamard matrices H16 with symmetric blocks.

Paradoxically, the resolution threshold of a bicyclic structure by symmetric matrices was not verified by anyone
for a long time, although it is logical to assume that the Raiser constraint applies to this structure. Even, existence of
a solution in such a simple form would be satisfactory. According to our evaluations [14], which were pre-verified in
a large-scale computer experiment held in a specialized computer center in Canada [15], the bound of symmetric
bicyclic Hadamard matrices of orders does not exceed the 32nd order (lower bound 8 follows from the Ryser
hypothesis and the Sylvester method).
A double-block structure is generalized by a four-block one, which is a combination of two bicyclic matrices with
blocks A, B and C, D in the form of Williamson array:
B
C
D 
 A


B A D C 
H
C D
A  B


 D C B
A 


(2)

Williamson's idea, limiting the use of this array, is that this array is skew-symmetric but with symmetric blocks,
which allows to cover the Hadamard matrices of orders below 140. As it was found out in the same computer center
by Dragomir Djokovic [16], the cell size equaled 35 is a limit. After this limit there are areas, where Williamson
arrays may or may not exist, so the existence of such matrices cannot be guaranteed and is difficult to verify.
That is why the new idea was to neglect the skew-symmetry of the Williamson array, bringing it to the Balonin
Seberri block-symmetric form by way of permutations [17] with B=C. This new form for brevity is called Propus.
Matrices can be of two configurations P1 and P2. The second one is connected with the generalization of the
Williamson array by the Getchals-Seidel form, which uses the reverse symmetry of non-symmetric cyclic blocks B,
C, D, mirrored using the reverse unit matrix R:
A B  C C  B D 
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C
P1  
,
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D
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P2  
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 DR  C T R B T R
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(3)

In order to store symmetric matrices of the n order (not taking cyclicity into account) we need n2/4 elements.
The minimum number of n2/8 cells is required to build a matrix based on all four symmetric blocks. To create
Hadamard matrices in the Propus form, we need to store only one row from each of the A, B, and D blocks, since
they are cyclic. In this case, only 3n/4 cells are required to reconstruct a Hadamard matrix. Fig. 2 depicts two
symmetric Hadamard matrices in the Propus form.
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Fig. 2. Symmetric matrices H68 and H92 in the Propus form.

The idea of new matrices, of course, is not limited to permutation only. After careful consideration it becomes
evident that the visible sacrifice in the form of restriction B=C provides a play to find combinations. The classical
Paley structure does not allow to find the symmetric and non-symmetric matrices of orders 92, 116, 156, 172,
184, 188, 232, ... . Furthermore, the reference document18 lists these orders as unlikely to have symmetric solutions
on them. Note that 92 and 116 were the first matrices analyzed by computer. The early checks found symmetric
Propuses [19] on them and on order 172. A more carefully prepared computer experiment conducted in two stages
[20, 21] gave all possible symmetric matrices up to order 204.
Subsequent studies using the orbits method cover one by one all difficult orders allowing to claim that Propuses,
despite the mentioned sacrifice of material, are a universal and always solvable symmetric structure. A matrix image
of order 140, which is unsolvable for the Williamson form, is depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Symmetric matrix H140.

Therefore, Propuses seem to solve the well-known problem of Hadamard concerning the solvability of orders 4k
by orthogonal matrices with elements 1 and –1 in a symmetrical form. The reason for this is that orthogonal bicyclic
and tetracyclic matrices are specific graphic illustrations of Fermat-Euler and Lagrange theorems about solvability of
integers by the sums of two and four squares. Integers of the 4k form are not just even numbers, but they also can be
divided by 4. Therefore, the graphic illustration allows to simplify only in the form of symmetric three-cycles –
Propuses. Four blocks, as it turns out, are simply not necessary to solve the decomposition problem. This somewhat
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unexpected result is little known. Note that in addition to the cyclic and bicyclic forms of blocks of symmetric
matrices, there is a negacyclic form, which is different from the cyclic form only in the inversion of signs of
elements located below its entries diagonal.
3. Expansion of the Symmetric Orthogonal Matrices Basis
The requirements for quality of video information and its resolution are constantly increasing. This is a trend
promoted by manufacturers of image sensors and displays. Recently, the processed images were of PAL, SECAM
and NTSC formats, whereas today the UHD (Ultra High Definition) digital format implies the processing of
38402160 (4K) and 76804320 (8K) video resolutions. The Quality Box technology of selection of image areas
(on an image in a video sequence) requires the processing of images of arbitrary size.
These circumstances lead the necessity in image processing to have a wide basis of orthogonal matrices including
not only previously unknown matrices of large sizes, but also matrices of various orders including odd ones [5,6].
Thus, the requirements for the matrix basis can be briefly formulated as follows:
 Matrices should be orthogonal in order to provide the symmetry of image processing procedures
 The orders of the matrices must correspond to as many natural numbers as possible providing a wide selection of
matrices (or use the same ones) for different image sizes
 There should be more than one orthogonal matrix for each order
 The number of possible entry values (levels) should not exceed 2 to optimize the memory size required for
storage of matrices and simplify the computations
As noted before, the existence of Hadamard matrices is limited by 4k orders, which significantly limits their
application for processing of images of arbitrary resolution. A number of limitations exists in application of
Sylvester and Scarpis methods, especially for computing matrices of large orders. Relatively recent concepts [22],
which provided some exotic orders in a simple form, only confirm this general rule. It should be noted that floatingpoint calculations take virtually the same time as integer calculations on modern computers. That is why, stepping
away from the requirement for entries to have integer values, which is typical for Hadamard matrices, allows the
significant expansion of the basis of orthogonal matrices with two values of elements.
The aforementioned requirements are met in full by the basis of quasi-orthogonal matrices, which is a natural
generalization of orthogonal matrices. The paper [23] introduced a classification of quasi-orthogonal matrices, which
prominent representatives are Mersenne matrices (М) of odd orders, having, just like Hadamard matrices, two
element values {1, –b}. In our previous papers, we formulated a hypothesis about the existence of such matrices for
all orders n = 4k − 1, adjacent to 4k orders. The paper [24] described the found interconnections of such
quasiorthogonal matrices and their structures. For example, the H4t matrix can be calculated by bordering a rounded
to integers Mersenne matrix:
Τ
H 4t    λ e 
 e M 4t 1 

(4)

with substitution of –b elements to –1 in the М4t–1 matrix. Here λ and e are the eigen value and eigen vector of the
rounded integer matrix M 4t 1 , respectively.
The reverse of such calculation of Mersenne matrix by truncation of the normalized Hadamard matrix with the
changing its sign and the negative values of its entries to the calculated value of level –b, calculated for MnTMn = μI
using the formulas:
t
p  qb2
b
, μ
,
(5)
2
t t
where p = n - 1, q = n + 1 and n is the order of Hadamard matrix. This interrelation shows that up to the sign, the
rounded Mersenne matrix is the core of a normalized Hadamard matrix.
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As an example of Hadamard matrices, different from the matrices of the main sequence, Fig. 4 depicts the
portraits of Hadamard matrices H12 with sign-reversed core, which ensures the required value – λ and core –
Mersenne matrix M11, accordingly.

Fig. 4. Matrix H12 based on the core – a symmetric М11 matrix.

Consequently, Mersenne matrices including the orders different from Mersenne numbers can be found using
Hadamard matrices (and vise-versa). Moreover, each of such Mersenne matrices is a predictor [24] of a branch of
new (in their structure) matrices obtained using the described above and modified for odd orders Sylvester
algorithm. Mersenne matrices tend to be fractal, which means that the algorithm for calculation of Hadamard
matrices based on them is very simple. Fig. 5 depicts the portraits of four Mersenne matrices as an example. It shows
the method for construction of matrix sequences, up to the highest orders.

Fig. 5. Matrices M3, M7, M15, М31.

If a matrix order is a power of a prime number, then Mersenne matrix consists of cyclic blocks, which sizes equal
the prime number. The paper [24] provides a structural exception, which confirms the general rule: if the order n =
4k – 1 equals the product of pairs of close prime numbers, then the Mersenne matrix will be cyclic, but not
symmetric.
Symmetric constructions of Haramard-Walsh matrices formed by the way of arranging the columns by the
frequency of the change in the signs of their entries are of particular interest in image processing tasks. However,
ordered Hadamard-Walsh matrices can be obtained from Mersenne-Walsh matrices by inverting the signs of their
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entry values and adding borders. Fig. 6 depicts a portrait of a Mersenne-Walsh matrix of the 31 order obtained by the
way of ordering the М31 matrix.

Fig. 6. Mersenne-Walsh Matrix.

The ways to compute Hadamard matrices through chain matrix structures are detailed in papers [23,24], where it
was demonstrated that the class of orthogonal matrices with two element values is firmly connected to numbers and
numerical sequences.
4. Conclusion
The basis of quasi-orthogonal matrices used for image processing is significantly wider than the orthogonal basis
of Hadamard matrices and actually includes it. This provides for wider choice in selecting the best fit matrices for
processing of specific images including those of non-standard sizes. The peculiarity of quasi-orthogonal Mersenne
matrices with two values of their entries is that –b is irrational. However, the computing power of today's CPUs
allow for efficient computations with such matrices, as well as Hadamard matrices.
The symmetric Hadamard matrices considered in this paper are built based on Mersenne matrices and
Williamson's three-block array. They are significantly different in type from known sequences of Hadamard
matrices obtained by Paley, Sylvester, and Scarpis methods and the Williamson's classic array. Mersenne matrices
and Hadamard matrices built on their basis are directly associated with numerical sequences. For a number of such
sequences, there exist the cyclic and bicyclic matries and Propus-form matrices, which provide their simple and
efficient storage. Mersenne matrices at orders equaled to prime numbers are guaranteed to be of simple structures.
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